Newsletter #2
Dear friend of AVTECH
There is a hectic tempo at AVTECH at the moment, including both technical development
and recruitment of new personnel. Unfortunately, this has delayed our flow of information
but we will improve. That is a promise.
New SIGMA iOS App
I am very pleased to announce that we since last week are in progress, together with an
external supplier, of developing a tablet App, which initially will be released for iOS.
The first screen shots have been reviewed and the format is extremely promising.
Based on the completed back-end functions, I am convinced that we will be able to put
together one of the best and coolest weather apps on the market.
Knowing that our weather source is the best one available, and having some very skilled
people engaged in the process, I firmly believe we will meet any need in the market.
Who knows, maybe the app will be something that the ordinary airline passenger would
like to have? Once released to the professional industry we will consider if this is an
option.
Back-End Development
We had high hopes to have our back-end solution completed in June.
However, the tasks to solve have proven a lot more complicated than expected, but
challenges like that encourage our team even more.
We now have all the pieces put together and we have moved our internal testing from
inhouse to outhouse.
In a very short time we expect to see SIGMA in use with our first development customer;
BRA airline. Other airlines are waiting, but there are technical issues on their end that
needs to be solved first.
Flight Operations Conference in London 28-29 November
AVTECH will participate in the 11th Annual Flight Ops conference in London on the 28 and
29 of November. This is a perfect opportunity for us to meet the professionals in the
industry. Please stop by to see the iOS App and discuss our experiences with SIGMA in
full production!
Interested in meeting us there and receive your personal briefing?
Send an email to sales@avtech.aero and we will contact you and decide on a suitable
time.
If there is a turbulent season coming up, SIGMA is the tool you want to avoid the bumps!
Best regards
Sören Skog
Marketing Director

